
FOREST 
SCAVENGER 

HUNT
NAME: _________________________

 
CLASS: ________________________ 

WOLCOME TO  
__________________________

PARK!

 Find and sketch an organism that lives in the soil 

and has 6 legs 

 Find and sketch an organism that lives in the soil 

and have more than 6 legs 

 Find 2 types of mushrooms or fungi

 Find a tree with signs of damage to the bark,   

   branches and/or roots

 Find a log that has evidence suggesting it is a 

   habitat for other organisms 

MISSION 3
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 Sketch the leaves of two different trees:

 Find a fallen leaf that has changed color (red, orange, yellow)

 Find 3 different types of seeds on a tree or the ground

 Do a Leaf rubbing: You need to place the leaf under the   

   paper over a flat surface and use the pencil side to side

 

MISSION 1 MISSION 2

 Find evidence of an animal that was feeding on a 

    plant (i.e. cracked seeds, chewed leaves)

    • I think this animal is a ____________________.

 

 Find and sketch a home that an animal has made on a tree

 Look for animals tracks, feathers, fur and/or scat

 Identify and describe one area that you see the most animals

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

MISSION 1

Be sure to check out other tip sheets, videos and fun activities posted at 
cityparksfoundation.org 

CPFNYC CITY PARKS FOUNDATION
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